Characters
Denise (F)

-

Fifties.

Charlotte (F)

-

Twenties, Denise‟s daughter.

Jasmine (F)

-

Twenties, Charlotte‟s best friend.

Brendan (M)

-

Fifties, Denise‟ husband, Charlotte‟s father. Voice only.

Unknown young woman (F)

-

Voice only

Scene 1 -The Lounge
(Music cue: Nina Simone: My Baby Just Cares for Me. Lights
up. The middle-class lounge in the present. Sofa centre stage with
a comfy chair centre stage left. There is a low coffee table in front
of the sofa with a framed wedding photograph in place, the
picture facing out. There is a single exit - upstage centre - an
archway that leads into the hall. The unseen front door is
through the archway stage right and the unseen upstairs
staircase and kitchen are through the archway and stage left.
Denise, a dowdy woman in her late fifties sits casually on the
sofa. She glances through the Daily Mail. Somewhat withdrawn
and closed, she is easily influenced. She doesn’t like to make a
fuss - a pleaser who makes the best of a bad job and doesn’t want
to upset people. This masks a stubborn determined nature.
A cup and saucer rest on the table. As Denise reaches over for
the cup the music fades and the stage lights dim. She continues to
drink as our attention falls elsewhere.
Spot downstage right, we see Jasmine a fashionably dressed
woman in her twenties. Chatty and friendly, she talks too much
(especially when nervous or lying) and goes off at tangents. This
hides an agile and perceptive personality. Not as one dimensional
as she seems. She is carrying a mobile phone. She touches the
screen. SFX. a telephone ringtone. Spot downstage left. Charlotte
enters stage left and into the light. Charlotte is also in her early
twenties, but her dress is business like and conservative. Sharp
and self-contained she comes over as brusque. She doesn’t quite
grasp the social niceties which results in mixed messages.
Charlotte grimaces at the sound of the ringtone and takes a
mobile from her pocket. She frowns when she sees the name on
the screen and reluctantly takes the call. The ringtone stops.)
Charlotte:

Hi

Jasmine:

It‟s me.

Charlotte:

I know. I‟ve back-to-back Zoom all day. Message me.

Jasmine:

Have you seen your mum?

Charlotte:

We skipped our monthly Skype. Some airy-fairy touchy-feely retreat.
Woman of a certain age thing. Touching trees. Wild swimming.
Walking about barefoot and stroking crystals.

Jasmine:

I was in town yesterday. I bumped into her. She was window
shopping. Has she taken up gardening?

Charlotte:

I don‟t think so.

Jasmine:

What about DIY? She was staring at the window of Hackett‟s.

Charlotte:

Where?

Jasmine:

The posh Gardening and DIY place by the bank. She was looking
through the window for nearly fifteen minutes,

Charlotte:

You watched her for fifteen minutes?

Jasmine:

She was all distracted, so I stopped to say Hi. I know it‟s been a
while, but she wouldn‟t forget me, not after the vodka and Vimto
incident.

Charlotte:

I have to go Jazz.

Jasmine:

She was spaced out, like she‟d overdone her medication. She
mumbled something about organic compost and wandered into
Greggs for a corned beef pastie. It was, you know, odd…

Charlotte:

It is. She‟s Marks and Spencer to the core.
(SFX. Phone beep.)

Charlotte:

(Charlotte touches her phone and takes the next call.) Give me a
minute Michael. (She touches her phone again to return to
Jasmine.) Jazz, I‟ve a budget meeting. You wouldn‟t understand.
You‟re only an admin. (Charlotte touches the screen of her phone,
disconnecting the call.)

Jasmine:

Hello?

Charlotte:

Michael, how are you? Good. Good. Good. You need to correct the
figures in the quarter two management accounts? The cost codes are
mismatched. You shouldn‟t be making these schoolboy errors…
(The spotlight fades as the conversation continues and Charlotte
exits stage right. A frustrated Jasmine redials. The phone goes
straight to voicemail.)

Charlotte:

(Pre-recorded) Hi, this is Charlotte Warner, Senior Accounts
Executive. Please leave a message.

Jasmine:

Will you call me back?
(Spot fades on Jasmine. She exits stage left. Music cue: Helen
Shapiro: Walking Back to Happiness)

Scene 2 – The Lounge
(A few days later. The lights come up on the lounge. Denise
places her cup onto the coffee table. The music fades. SFX.
Doorbell. Denise rises and exits upstage centre and turns stage
right. She returns a few seconds later with Charlotte behind her.
Charlotte is wearing a coat and carrying a holdall. A laptop bag
is slung over her shoulder.)
Denise:

I haven‟t aired your room.

Charlotte:

How are you?

Denise:

I‟m fine.

Charlotte:

Good. Good. Good. (Charlotte puts the holdall and laptop down.
She looks around.) Have you redecorated?

Denise:

It‟s not my department.

Charlotte:

Aren‟t the curtains new?
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Denise:

Not since you went to university. They may have faded.

Charlotte:

Hmmm. (Pause. Denise looks distractedly downstage. She’s
looking through the window.) Your garden‟s looking a bit wild.

Denise:

Is it?

Charlotte:

Not your department.

Denise:

No.

Charlotte:

Not contemplating a spot of pruning?

Denise:

I‟d get too enthusiastic and end up killing things.
(There is a pause. They have already run out of conversation.)

Denise:

Would you like a drink?

Charlotte:

Coffee.

Denise:

Coffee.

Charlotte:

Milk. No sugar.

Denise:

Coffee. Milk. No sugar. (Crosses towards the exit, talking to
herself) Coffee. Milk. No sugar. Coffee. Milk. No sugar.
(Charlotte spies the cup and saucer. She picks it up to follow
Denise. Denise sees what she is doing and takes the cup and
saucer from her.)

Denise:

I‟ll do that.

Charlotte:

It‟s no trouble

Denise:

You relax. Coffee. Milk. No sugar.
(Denise exits upstage centre and turns stage left. Deflated,
Charlotte sits down.)

Denise:

(Offstage) How many sugars?

Charlotte:

Just milk!
(Charlotte looks about. She runs her finger across the coffee
tabletop and examines the dust. She feels an ache in her back.
She removes the cushion to find an almost empty half bottle of
spirits. She frowns and then returns it to its hiding place. She
stands up and walks across the room. She picks up her holdall
and laptop bag. She crosses to the upstage exit.)

Charlotte:

I‟ll pop my stuff upstairs!

Denise:

(Offstage) Right you are.
(Charlotte exits, turning stage left. After a couple of seconds
Denise enters with the tea tray with two cups on it. She places it
on the table then picks up the nearest cup, cradling it
protectively. Charlotte re-enters upstage centre. She has
removed her coat. She sits on the sofa.)

Denise:

You found some space?

Charlotte:

Just about.

Denise:

Your room‟s a bit of a dumping ground. Too many of your old
things. There‟s a drawer full of your old schoolbooks and all those
annuals.

Charlotte:

Charity shop them.

Denise:

But your teddies….

Charlotte:

Kid‟s stuff.

Denise:

If you have children one day… There‟s nothing wrong with a career
break. You‟re still – it doesn‟t matter. (Suddenly realises.) No
biscuits! Would you like a biscuit?

Charlotte:

I‟m OK. I‟m fine with this. (Sniffs it. It doesn’t smell promising.)

Denise:

The milk might be on the turn.
(Charlotte takes a sip. She winces. Denise laughs nervously as she
exits upstage centre and turns stage left. Charlotte checks to see
if Denise has gone. She reaches over to pick up Denise’s cup. She
looks inside and sniffs the alcohol. Disappointed, Charlotte closes
her eyes for a second and processes this. Denise re-enters with a
plate of biscuits. Charlotte hastily replaces the cup. Denise has
failed to notice.)

Denise:

Would you be satisfied with ginger nuts?

Charlotte:

(Distracted) Yes.
(Denise places the plate on the table and resumes her seat.)

Denise:

This is…. nice.

Charlotte:

Yes.

Denise:

Any special reason for you….

Charlotte:

Does there have to be?

Denise:

A flying visit, is it?

Charlotte:

I‟ve got my weekend things.

Denise:

Oh.
(Denise pauses. She doesn’t know what to say. Charlotte fills the
gap.)

Charlotte:

I thought I might call in on Jazz.

Denise:

I haven‟t seen her for ages. Not since…. I can‟t remember – years. Is
she still with that…?

Charlotte:

No.

Denise:

She never changes. Onto a new one, is she?

Charlotte:

I‟ve stopped taking an interest.

Denise:

It‟s lovely to see you. Absolutely lovely, but… you should have said.
I‟ve nothing in.

Charlotte:

We can get a takeaway.

Denise:

They‟re a little expensive.

Charlotte:

My treat.

Denise:

And fattening. Have you been getting much exercise? (Pause) It
doesn‟t look like it. You should watch what you eat. (Pause) Would
you like a biscuit?
(Denise offers the plate to Charlotte. Charlotte takes one. Denise
puts the plate down. Charlotte dunks her biscuit and takes a bite.
The biscuit has gone soft. Charlotte discreetly puts it down.)

Charlotte:

You not having one?

Denise:

(Picks up her cup.) I‟ve got water. Bloaty tummy. Lukewarm water
works wonders. (She gingerly takes a sip.)

Charlotte:

So, you‟re fine?

Denise:

I‟m fine.

Charlotte:

Good. Good. Good. Everything is OK?

Denise:

Yes.

Charlotte:

Not your old problem?
(Denise looks away.)

Charlotte:

Any trouble with the neighbours?

Denise:

Should there be?

Charlotte:

They still haven‟t done anything about those Leylandii.

Denise:

I‟m not pushing it.

Charlotte:

How does anything grow in your back garden? You need the light.
I‟ll speak to them.

Denise:

I don‟t want the hassle.

Charlotte:

Then call the council.

Denise;

Oh no.

Charlotte:

You‟d never sell this place with them there.

Denise:

I don‟t plan on going anywhere. It‟s fine. Everything is fine.

Charlotte:

Everything is fine?
(Denise takes another sip from her cup and places it down on the
table. She smiles.)

Denise:

Fine.

Charlotte:

Good. Good. Good. (Pause.) So, where‟s dad?
(Blackout. Music cue: He’s so Fine – The Chiffons.)

Scene 3 – The Lounge
(Ten minutes later. Lights up. The room is as we left it. Denise is
sat in the armchair. She still cradles her cup. She has withdrawn
into herself. Charlotte stands, in command of the situation. The
music fades.)
Charlotte:

Two weeks and not a word?

Denise:

(Disconnected) Just those texts. I keep calling him. Straight to
voicemail.

Charlotte:

And his work mobile?

Denise:

Disconnected. I rang his office. Some chit of a girl said he‟d
resigned. She didn‟t use that exact word. Left his company car
parked outside, posted his keys through the letterbox and sent them
an e-mail.

Charlotte:

And you didn‟t call me?

Denise:

It‟s usually only weekends. Business trips, but he always comes
back.

Charlotte:

(Shouts) He‟s no car. How can he come back?
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Denise:

Don‟t shout at me. I knew you‟d shout at me.

Charlotte:

Have you called the police?
(Denise shakes her head. Charlotte is starting to lose her
patience. She sits close to her mother.)

Denise:

Have you checked the bank?
(Denise hangs her head.)

Charlotte:

Mother! Have you checked online?

Denise:

Dad does all that. I can‟t remember passwords. Don‟t be cross.

Charlotte:

You‟ll have to ring the bank.

Denise:

Can‟t you?

Charlotte:

They won‟t talk to me.

Denise:

When I‟m feeling better. On Monday.

Charlotte:

So, let me get this straight. He just left.

Denise:

Yes.

Charlotte:

No explanation?

Denise:

He was in one of his sulks. He‟d been on a conference about fridge
freezers. He‟d left his case on the wardrobe and I was just checking it
for dirty laundry. I tell him he should change his boxer shorts every
day. Does he listen? There was something in there. Some underwear,
all wrapped up in cellophane. I thought it was one of his little
surprises, like he used to. I might have got into it twenty years ago…
I‟ve never suited red.
(Denise stops speaking. She looks at Charlotte for consolation. It
isn’t forthcoming.)

Denise:

I might have mentioned it…. in passing.

Charlotte:

And the case is gone too?
(Denise doesn’t answer. Charlotte takes her mother’s hands.
Denise nods.)

Denise:

And some clothes, a suit and his laptop.

Charlotte:

Where‟s that awful golf trophy?

Denise:

What?

Charlotte:

The golf trophy. It‟s usually in the hall.

Denise:

Oh that. Is it gone too?

Charlotte:

There‟s a square in the dust on the cabinet.

Denise:

It‟s only a cheap thing. It isn‟t worth anything.

Charlotte:

It is to him. (Pause) He‟s not coming back mum.
(SFX. The Doorbell rings. Charlotte stands up.)

Charlotte:

I‟ll go.
(Charlotte crosses towards the upstage exit.)

Denise:

This is my house.
(Charlotte acquiesces with a hand gesture. Denise exits upstage
centre and turns right. A frustrated Charlotte crosses the room.
Denise nervously re-enters upstage centre.)

Denise:

Guess who?
(Charlotte readies herself. Jasmine enters upstage centre. A
disappointed Denise looks away.)

Jasmine:

(Gives a feeble wave.) Hi!
(With an effort, Charlotte puts on a smile and turns to her
friend.)

Charlotte:

Hi.
(Blackout. Music Cue: Mary Wells: My Guy)

Scene 4 – The Lounge
(That night. Charlotte is sat on the sofa, hunched over a laptop.
She frowns as she types. There are open pizza boxes, dirty plates,
empty bottles and glasses strewn about. Jasmine enters. She is
carrying a bottle of gin and two glasses.)
Jasmine:

Does your mum normally keep gin in the bread bin?
(Charlotte is too busy to answer.)

Jasmine:

I couldn‟t find any tonic.
(Jasmine pours the gin and passes Charlotte a glass.)

Jasmine:

It‟s a good job she has a downstairs loo. A long bath will do her the
world of good. She needs time for, you know…. sober reflection.

Charlotte:

(Distracted) Something like that.

Jasmine:

It‟s like the old days.

Charlotte:

It‟s always been the old days. It‟s never not been like the old days.
(Types.) Damn. Dad‟s bank account. I need a password. (Charlotte
looks at the screen. She’s lost at what to do.)

Jasmine:

Out of the way.
(Jasmine shoos Charlotte away. She sits at the laptop whilst
Charlotte paces about. It’s as if Jasmine has become a member of
her staff.)

Charlotte:

(Thinks for a couple of seconds.) Rowena!

Jasmine:

Rowena?

Charlotte:

The cat.

Jasmine:

(Types and presses return.) No.

Jasmine:

Where do they go on holiday?

Charlotte:

Llandudno.

Jasmine:

Anywhere easier to spell?

Charlotte:

Chester.
(Jasmine Types and presses return. Meanwhile, Charlotte looks
out of the downstage window.)

Jasmine:

Nothing.

Charlotte:

Garden! Try garden!
(Jasmine tries again. She shakes her head. Charlotte spies
something in the garden.)

Charlotte:

Rose!

Jasmine:

Minimum six letters.
(Charlotte points out of the window.)

Charlotte:

Dogrose!

Jasmine:

What?

Charlotte:

That hedge, in the back – it‟s covered in dogroses.
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Jasmine:

I thought they were weeds. (Types.) Oh! It‟s asking for a PIN. Third,
first and last number.

Charlotte:

He was born in 1962, so 6, 1, 2
(Jasmine types and presses return. The smile on her face tells us
that she is successful.)

Jasmine:

Can I say something?

Charlotte:

Go on.

Jasmine:

Your dad –

Charlotte:

Yes?

Jasmine:

He‟s a bit obvious.

Charlotte:

You only just worked that out?

Jasmine:

(Looks at the screen.) Overdrawn. Hotels. Florists. Jewellers. Two
weeks at a Travelodge in Birmingham, then cash transfers to another
account that clears everything out. Forty-two grand.

Charlotte:

No way.

Jasmine:

There‟s a funny direct debit here.

Charlotte:

Sod the direct debit.

Jasmine:

Call me Daddy. Twenty-nine ninety-nine a month. Let‟s have a look.
(Types) Call me Daddy. The encounter site for women who like
some life in their men. TV‟s David Dickinson says, “Get in girls,
before they‟re going, going gone!”. Discount codes for Saga
members. Join today and claim your free pen. Call me daddy,

because life is too short. (Taps the keyboard.) We‟re in. Username Adonis 62. There‟s a profile button. Should I?
(Jasmine hesitates. Charlotte leans over and touches a key.)
Brendan:

(Pre-recorded voice. Silver tongued, more smarm than charm.)
Hello ladies. Brendan here, but you can call me Bubbles.

Charlotte:

I‟m going to be sick.

Brendan:

(Voice over) I like the exquisite things in life. Fine food, fine wine,
exotic places and beautiful women. I cherish style and high living.
I‟m a company director.

Jasmine:

I thought he sold washing machines.

Brendan:

(Voice over) I can give you an unforgettable night…. and…. I can
also do you a deal on household appliances, because I know how to
make a lady feel special. So, if you‟re a free spirit, if you‟re beautiful
outside and inside, message me.
(Stunned, they both stare at the screen.)

Jasmine:

Your dad just winked at me.

Charlotte:

Not for the first time.
(Jasmine looks away.)

Charlotte:

What are those?

Jasmine:

Private video files.
(Charlotte hovers over the keyboard. She pushes the button. The
video starts to play.)

Brendan:

(Voice over) Why don‟t you sit a little closer?

Unknown young woman:

(Voice over) Can‟t we watch TOWIE first?

Brendan:

(Voice over) I‟ve got some fizz and…. chocolate buttons. Let me
help you…
(Jasmine hurriedly pauses the video. Charlotte is transfixed.)

Charlotte:

She was in the year below us. Ellie! Ellie…. Something. She used to
cheat in French.

Jasmine:

Works at Asda… on the sausage counter.

Charlotte:

Really?

Jasmine:

It‟s dated two weeks ago. There are Forty-seven film clips.

Charlotte:

He‟s slept with… her…. forty-seven times?

Jasmine:

Not exactly.

Charlotte:

OK, they didn‟t sleep. I don‟t want to think about it.

Jasmine:

They‟re different women. Every video is someone different.

Charlotte:

How…. How…. How did he find the time?
(Jasmine shakes her head.)

Charlotte:

Or the stamina? He gets knackered bending over to put his socks on.
What do they see in him?

Jasmine:

My sister would do anything for a cut price juicer with multi-function
blades and squeezer options. They‟re all listed on the scroll bar.
Forty-eight different connections, but only forty-seven films.

Charlotte:

Only?

Jasmine:

Where‟s number forty-eight?

Charlotte:

He likes his brunettes. (Change to the hair colour of the actress
playing Jasmine.)

Jasmine:

(Hesitant) Yes.
(Denise enters upstage centre. She is wearing a dressing gown.)

Denise:

Are we having a sleepover?
(Jasmine and Denise look over their shoulders. Charlotte quickly
closes the laptop.)

Charlotte:

We‟re online shopping.

Denise:

Goody! I like shopping. Let‟s buy lots. What‟s on offer?
(Blackout. Music: The Chiffons: Sweet Talkin’ Guy.)

Scene 5 – The Lounge
(Next morning. SFX. bird song. Lights up. The room is as we left
it. Jasmine’s shoes are on the floor. Her mobile is on the table, as
is another cup and saucer. Jasmine is asleep on the sofa, covered
in a blanket or duvet. Denise, nursing a cup, sits in the armchair
watching her like a patient vulture. Denise is slightly more drunk
than usual. The lights come up a touch. The noise fades.)
Denise:

I made you some tea.
(Jasmine sits bolt upright. Her hair is all over the place.)

Jasmine:

It‟s….. It‟s Saturday…..

Denise:

I thought you might be working.

Jasmine:

No. (Collapses back onto the sofa.)

Denise:

I know that this is silly, but when did you go back to being a
brunette?

Jasmine:

What?

Denise:

Your hair. Mine was like that – a long time ago.

Jasmine:

It‟s Saturday morning.

Denise:

I‟m curious. When did you go back to your natural colour?

Jasmine:

A few weeks back. I was like this when we bumped into each other
last week outside Hackett‟s.

Denise:

I don‟t think so. You girls, always getting mixed up. When you were,
what, sixteen – when you and Charlotte first teamed up I wasn‟t sure
that you were right for her, but there weren‟t many options available.
We had to go for the least bad choice. She was such a reserved girl,
not shy, but cautious, whereas you… well…. I didn‟t offend you?
People are so touchy. It‟s all that social media. You were… flighty.
That‟s the word. Flighty. Silly me, sounding like a grandma, not that
there‟s much chance of that. Honestly, those outfits you used to turn
up in…. Lounging about with those legs dangling off the end of our
sofa whilst Brendan was trying to watch A Question of Sport.
Brendan said he wanted your confidence to rub off on Charlotte, not
to the extent that she turned out like you, but…. you know what I
mean.

Jasmine:

Not really.

Denise:

He was insistent, and he was right. Charlotte needed to be shown
how to stand on her own feet, to learn that there was more to life than
just mummy and daddy. You certainly did that. Those parties… (She
shakes her head.) I expect you have tattoos…. Do you have tattoos?
Piercings? Brendan says you girls have them in all sorts of areas.

You were always a popular girl. Not like our Charlotte. I always
wondered if she became your friend so that she could hoover up your
scraps. You used to be here all the time. I never quite worked out
what attracted you.
Jasmine:

No?

Denise:

So, you‟re a brunette again. It doesn‟t suit you. Does he like it? Your
boyfriend?

Jasmine:

Are you enjoying your drink? Warm water is it?
(Denise defensively holds her cup.)

Jasmine:

Started early, have you?
(Denise looks away.)

Jasmine:

Can I make a suggestion? When you‟re enjoying a cup of water, you
have to have some actual water in there too.
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Denise:

You‟re avoiding the question.

Jasmine:

I‟m avoiding the question?

Denise:

You do have a boyfriend, or is there more than one? You don‟t mind
me asking?

Jasmine:

Would it matter?

Denise:

Over and done with in no time. It‟s no shock. I never saw you as a
brunette, even when you were. I thought it would be too ordinary for
a girl like you.

Jasmine:

I like to surprise people.

Denise:

You never surprised me.

Jasmine:

You sure about that?
(Denise looks away.)

Jasmine:

I was getting a bored; you know how that is…. You get too familiar
with something, Stuck in a rut. You need a change, a bit of spice.

Denise:

I expect you‟ll be going soon.

Jasmine:

I wouldn‟t want to outstay my welcome.

(Jasmine takes a sip and regrets it. She quickly puts the cup
down. A dazed looking Charlotte enters upstage centre.)
Charlotte:

(Groggy) Morning.

Denise:

(Suddenly lighter in tone) Good morning! Jasmine and I are having
a little chat about old times.

Charlotte:

(Still groggy) Good. Good. Good.

Denise:

She was just leaving. Shouldn‟t you go back to bed?

Charlotte:

It‟s seven thirty. Time to get up. Shower at eight. Breakfast at eight
thirty.

Denise:

You can‟t do everything in your life to a timetable.

Charlotte:

Structure is the road map to success. Time management is key. You
should have an allotted specific time for everything.

Jasmine:

Ask her boyfriend….

Denise:

Let me get you something.

Charlotte:

There‟s no need.

Denise:

Let me, please.

Charlotte:

(Too tired to argue.) Thanks. Coffee. (Beat) No milk!
(Suddenly energised, Denise exits upstage centre and turns stage
left. Charlotte’s gaze follows Denise.)

Charlotte:

Is she?

Jasmine:

Oh yes. Stinks of extra strong mints.
(Resigned, Charlotte shakes her head. Jasmine shuffles round on
the sofa, sitting up with her legs on the floor.)

Jasmine:

Are you going to stay?

Charlotte:

Here? God no.

Jasmine:

Don‟t you think she needs you?
(Charlotte looks away.)

Jasmine:

She‟s your mum!

Charlotte:

Not everyone had a mum like you did.

Jasmine:

You‟re lucky. Yours is still here.

Charlotte:

Not that you‟d notice.

Jasmine:

You should appreciate what you have.

Charlotte:

I don‟t have anything,

Jasmine:

You came to see her. She must mean something.

Charlotte:

It was always me, having to call her. Then, four weeks ago, in the
early hours she rings me. Crying. Screaming. Incoherent. Just like
when she used to hammer on my bedroom door. I hung up and turned
my phone off. I didn‟t have the energy to go through all the hoops
again. Then Luke started going on about it, mummy‟s boy. I only
drove over to get some peace.

Jasmine:

And what did they say, when you turned up?

Charlotte:

I was about to ring the bell when I heard a noise. I looked up and the
bedroom curtains were shut. The window was open a crack and I
could hear them…. doing things that you don‟t want to imagine your
parents doing….

Jasmine:

Grim.

Charlotte:

Yes.

Jasmine:

It should be illegal once you pass forty.

Charlotte:

Then my mobile rang. It was mum. She was out in her runabout,
stranded on a B road on the way to Lancaster. The car had stalled.
She was having a panic attack. She was trying to call dad, but he
wasn‟t answering.

Jasmine:

Oh. So, who…
(Charlotte shrugs.)

Jasmine:

Did you have a good listen?

Charlotte:

I drove home. (Pause.) I don‟t need this. She can fend for herself.

Jasmine:

She can‟t cope.

Charlotte:

Come on Jazz. She always says she can‟t cope, and she always does.

Jasmine:

Aren‟t you going to… (looks about the room) … you know….

Charlotte:

What?

Jasmine:

This place.

Charlotte:

Not my problem.

Jasmine:

Oh, it is.
(Charlotte looks confused.)

Jasmine:

You need to sort out the hallway. Strip the wallpaper. Fresh coat of
paint. Get rid of that sideboard. I‟d take up the carpet too. I‟d do that
first.

Charlotte:

What?

Jasmine:

The carpet. Get rid of it.

Charlotte:

I‟ve never liked beige, but….

Jasmine:

It always shows up the stains. Do it first. Burn it. Then you need to
move through the house. Deep clean, but start in the hall, because
that‟s where it happened.

Charlotte:

Are you still drunk?

Jasmine:

It‟s where he died.
(Charlotte looks bewildered.)

Jasmine:

Your dad.

Charlotte:

He‟s in Birmingham. He booked a hotel.

Jasmine:

Someone booked a hotel.
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Charlotte:

You‟re saying….

Jasmine:

Yes

Charlotte:

So, what happened?

Jasmine:

I don‟t know what happened. I wasn‟t here.

Charlotte:

I‟m not talking about last week.

Jasmine:

When do you mean?

Charlotte:

Start when you were sixteen. You were here most nights and every
weekend for months – then…. You were gone. Even mum noticed.
What happened?

Jasmine:

Nothing happened. Ever. He was all talk. Talk and promise. If it did
happen, then it happened in his mind. Men don‟t pick up on the
signals. The only signals they follow are the signals in their pants.
The comments meant nothing. He was trying to be funny.

Charlotte:

I saw him, how he used to look at you.

Jasmine:

It was an older man thing. They all get like that. They don‟t get the
barriers. They don‟t understand when to stop.

Charlotte:

The morning after that party at Phil‟s. We were out of our faces.
You‟d thrown up in the garden and were crashed out on the sofa.

Jasmine:

I don‟t remember.

Charlotte:

I heard someone moving about downstairs. I came down to check
you were OK. You were out cold. He was playing with your hair.

Jasmine:

No….

Charlotte:

I was watching through the crack in the door. He was lifting the
duvet….

Jasmine:

He said he was making me comfortable.

Charlotte:

That‟s not what it looked like.

Jasmine:

Why didn‟t you stop him?
(Charlotte looks away. Jasmine waits for her to speak.)

Charlotte:

I thought it was what you wanted.

Jasmine:

You‟re wrong.

Charlotte:

That‟s what happened?

Jasmine:

What did you think? You thought that I….

Charlotte:

I didn‟t know. You stopped calling around.

Jasmine:

Can you blame me?

Charlotte:

You never said –

Jasmine:

Said what? “Soz Charlotte, I can‟t come round anymore „cos your
dad‟s a leery perv?”
(Charlotte looks away.)

Jasmine:

I thought you knew. (Pause.) Your mum did.
(Charlotte turns, but still doesn’t speak.)

Jasmine:

I saw her watching him whilst he mentally undressed me. It‟s no
wonder she‟s like she is. I wanted to tell you, but…. I thought I could
handle it. Before I knew it you were at Uni, I was working, and the
moment was gone. That‟s what happened then, but what happened
here the night your mum went on her retreat, if that‟s what she did.

Charlotte:

I wasn‟t here. You tell me.

Jasmine:

I think that your dad had arranged to meet someone. He knew your
mum was away and he was making the most of it. He met her here –
after all, he didn‟t have to pay for a hotel. She turned up – a
mysterious brunette – someone young enough to be his daughter. It
was dark. He let her in. Pretty soon he must have realised that it
wasn‟t what he hoped for. They rowed. Then something happened,
maybe it was planned, perhaps it was an accident, but he got hit with
something heavy – like a golf trophy.
(Charlotte shakes her head and dismisses her friend.)

Jasmine:

Now she had two problems. The first there was the body. She
couldn‟t get it away from the house, so what could she do?

Charlotte:

Have you finished?

Jasmine:

That back garden, it‟s sheltered. All those trees and bushes. If she
could find some soft earth, not too far from the back door... A flower
bed perhaps. That wouldn‟t take too long to dig up if she worked fast.
Only a couple of rose bushes to take up and replant. She would have
thrown the golf trophy in there with him.

Charlotte:

You watch too much TV.

Jasmine:

She drove his car to his office and posted the keys through the letter
box. Then she walked back. She couldn‟t take a taxi – too
conspicuous. Then she booked him a room online in a hotel in
Birmingham and systematically drained his account over a few days.
She had to make it look as if he was still alive. She‟s either very
clever, or maybe she knew someone, a gullible boyfriend, say, who
she could persuade to hack into someone‟s laptop.
(Charlotte can’t make eye contact. She shakes her head.)

Jasmine:

You need to delete your search history.
(Charlotte freezes. She glances towards her discarded laptop.
Jasmine smiles.)

Jasmine:

(Points at the laptop.) You shouldn‟t leave that lying around.

Charlotte:

Jazz!

Jasmine:

Dogrose.
(Charlotte is lost for words. She hesitates as she ponders how to
react.)

Jasmine:

Bigwigstogo.com. Bouncy Brunette range. It took me less than five
minutes to find it – and I‟m only an admin.
(Charlotte glares at Jasmine. Charlotte looks away.)

Jasmine:

It doesn‟t sound much, but if someone put two and two together….

Charlotte:

I can explain.

Jasmine:

I don‟t want to know. Actually, I do want to know, but I don‟t want
you to tell me. I‟m a rubbish liar. If you tell me anything, it‟s not
safe. If I don‟t know…. If I don‟t know for sure, I can‟t say anything
can I? Reformat your drive. Ask Luke. Tell him you need to get rid
of a virus. It‟s not that far from the truth.
(Charlotte gives a half smile. Denise enters, carrying a tray of
cups. She is suddenly cheerful and placatory.)

Denise:

Coffee everyone?

Charlotte:
Jasmine:

(Together) No milk.
(Together) No milk.

Denise:

(Indignant) I remembered.
(Jasmine and Charlotte take a cup. Denise takes her own cup and
places the tray down.)

Denise:

I‟m having water.
(Charlotte and Jasmine exchange glances as Denise looks out of
the window.)

Denise:

It‟s a bright morning.

Charlotte:

(Half hearted) Yes.

Denise:

Why don‟t you stay love?

Charlotte:

Of course, I‟ll stay mum.
(Denise smiles.)

Charlotte:

„Til Sunday night.

Denise:

Can‟t you wait „til dad comes back?

Charlotte:

I can‟t put my life on hold. Anyway, there‟s Luke.

Denise:

(Dismissive) Oh him…There are plenty of eligible men. There‟s that
Craig. He still lives „round the corner. He‟s a little older, but he was
always keen. I know that looks aren‟t everything, but at your age…
He‟s so polite… and I have it on good authority, abundantly fertile.

Charlotte:

I have work.

Denise:

Oh, such a fuss. Everyone works from home these days.

Jasmine:

I don‟t.

Denise:

Anyone who matters works from home. We can convert dad‟s man
cave into an office. Make a few alterations.

Charlotte:

You don‟t have that sort of money.

Jasmine:

(Aside) You do.

Denise:

I need someone to look after things.

Charlotte:

Like dad?
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Denise:

Yes. Like dad. We can make it cosy. We can decorate all through. A
fresh start for both of us. Just us girls. We can begin in the hallway.
(Denise smiles to herself. Jasmine and Charlotte eventually grasp
what Denise is staying. They exchange glances.)

Denise:

That carpet never looked right. And there are scuff marks on the
skirting board. You‟ve not seen them?

Charlotte:

(Guarded) No.

Denise:

I was sat on the bottom step of the stairs, having a rest and I spotted
some letters had fallen behind the cabinet. They were stacked behind
dad‟s golf trophy. They were there when I went on my weekend.
They were from his bank. He wouldn‟t have left them behind. I
noticed that all the ornaments were slightly out of place. He would
never have bothered to put something like that right. Only someone
incredibly uptight would do that. (Denise puts her hand in her
pocket. She produces a piece of metal. She waves it about.) It‟s a
miniature golf club. It must have snapped off that bloody trophy. It is
a bloody trophy, isn‟t it?

Charlotte:

I‟d throw it in the bin.

Denise:

Not yet.
(Denise slips the plastic into her pocket. Charlotte smiles
nervously.)

Denise:

You never know. What if the police called?

Charlotte:

Is that likely?

Denise:

If someone reported him missing, they might. They might start
looking at bank accounts, hotel bookings, e-mails. They might search
the place, check out all the nooks and crannies – house and garden.
Who knows what they might dig up?

Charlotte:

Maybe I could stay for a while.

Denise:

(Triumphant.) That would be nice. Just think of the money you
could save. Rents these days! I‟m sure that your Liam will be able to
afford it on his own.

Charlotte:

It‟s Luke, mum.

Denise:

I‟m sure that he‟ll send your things over. Tell him it‟s for a few
months. It‟s going to be so cosy. Just think what fun we‟ll have! We
could start on the hallway tonight. Do a bit of stripping. Jasmine can
help. You‟d be good at that. We need a fresh start – all through the
house.

Charlotte:

(Hesitant.) OK.

Denise:

And then we can look at the garden.

Charlotte:

I quite like it as it is.

Denise:

Looks like a jungle. Have you seen the state of the earth around the
rose bushes? I‟m sure something has been digging up the beds.

Jasmine:

Urban foxes.

Denise:

There‟s a young lad who drives around doing people‟s gardens. I
expect he has a website.

Charlotte:
Jasmine:

(Together.) No….
(Together) No….
(Denise eyes them both suspiciously.)

Denise:

Or we could buy a bag of compost and some topsoil and give it a bit
of a lift. Get the old garden spade and put our backs into it.
(Denise slyly checks out Charlotte and Jasmine’s reactions as we
see them take a nervous intake of breath. They exchange nervous
glances.)

Charlotte:
Jasmine:

(Together) Nah.
(Together) Nah.

Denise:

I never liked roses. Delicate. Vulnerable. If you tend them, nurture
them, they bloom, but in the end, you‟re left with a pile of dead
petals. Handle them in the wrong way, you cut yourself to ribbons. I
wanted pots, gravel and solid outdoor furniture, but the garden was
always dad‟s department. “It‟s a big commitment” I said. He said “if
you make a commitment you should stand by it to the end. If you
don‟t, you take the consequences.”
(Denise shakes her head. She looks to Jasmine and Charlotte.
They nod.)

Denise:

If you make your own bed, you have to lie in it.

(They all about to sip their tea when Denise remembers
something.)
Denise:

Oh, silly me! I forgot the biscuits. There‟s a packet in dad‟s special
tin. I‟ve always had a weakness for a Jammy Dodger.
(Denise crosses to the exit but stops and turns.)

Denise:

We are going to have so much fun Charlotte! Just us.
(Denise exits upstage centre and turns stage left. Charlotte and
Jasmine both sigh. Charlotte puts her cup on the coffee table. She
sits on the sofa. She buries her head in her hands. Jasmine
continues to stare out of the window.)

Jasmine:

She‟s right about the garden. You could do to tidy up the rose bank.
No one would notice. Then a little landscaping.

Charlotte:

You think so?

Jasmine:

After all, there is an identically sized flower bed on the other side of
the lawn.
(Jasmine turns to Charlotte who slowly raises her head,)

Charlotte:

(Slow and deliberate) Yes. There is.

Jasmine:

(Smiles.) It‟s just an observation.
(Charlotte thinks for a moment. Jasmine raises an eyebrow,
prompting her friend for an answer. Denise enters upstage centre
triumphantly brandishing a packet of biscuits.)

Denise:

Surprise!!!
(Charlotte stands. She and Jasmine turn towards Denise. Denise
smiles. Jasmine and Charlotte approach Denise and start to
nervously circle her. Snap blackout. Music Cue: Sandie Shaw:
Always Something There to Remind Me.)

